Measurement and Simulation of Power Factor using PIC16F877

Abstract: The aim of the study is to develop a prototype of power factor measurement circuit. In the designed circuit, the power factor is measured using PIC16F877. This paper focuses to design the simple circuit and low-cost. The current and voltage signals of the load are measured at the same phase. Those signals are inserted into PIC16F877 by means of analog circuit. The power factor is calculated by the algorithm written on the PIC16F877. The measurement value of the power factor is displayed on the LCD screen.
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Introduction
Electrical energy is always in great demand for industrial usage. It is on the increase for the development of industrial applications. One of the most economical methods to meet the electrical energy demand is to improve the system efficiency by correcting the power factor. The system efficiency is defined as the ratio of the real power to apparent power, called as power factor. The loads in electrical systems are generally fed by alternating current and they are mostly motors or the loads with inductive characteristic. They draw active and reactive power from the lines. Active power is converted different types of energy, such as heat, mechanical energy. But, reactive power is not converted to any type of energy. The size of transformer and transmission lines can be larger than their rated values when the reactive power is not compensated. Reactive power occurs due to rotary field in alternative current machines and magnetic field in transformers. Therefore, the reactive is needed to transmit the active power. In practical applications, reactive power compensations have generally been achieved by employing constant capacitor groups controlled via some relays and contactors. It is necessary to know power factor to achieve the reactive power compensations. The harmonic distortion of present-day power system has become a great concern due to the numbers of electronic equipment and power electronic devices are rapidly increased. A poor power factor can result in such systems. In order to reduce harmonic contamination in power lines and improve transmission line efficiency, power factor correction researches become a hot topic.

There are a lot of studies in this subject. Bayindir studied an intelligent power factor correction approach based on artificial neural networks. Four learning algorithms, back propagation, delta-bar-delta, extended delta-bar-delta and directed random search, were used to train the Artificial Neural Networks [1]. Azcondo and et al. presents new design considering and a control strategy for power factor correction and resonant inverter [2]. Sarioglu et al. presents power factor correction technique based on artificial neural Networks. This paper describes a novel technique based on artificial neural networks to correct the line power factor with variable loads [3]. Demian et al. illustrates an effective microcontrolled battery charger circuit that monitors the charging process avoiding the battery damage by overcharge [4]. Bayindir et al. studies a synchronous motor controlled by a PID based on a PIC 18F452 microcontroller under three different working conditions using varying excitation currents [5]. Bay proposes power factor correction of switching mode power supply (SMPS) by using Neuro-Fuzzy controller. Average current control technique is used in power factor correction unit of the SMPS and current mode control technique is used in buck converter unit of the SMPS [6]. Lin et al. presents high power factor correction circuits with space vector and hysteresis control methods. This paper presents a new topology of the three-phase ac to dc converter. Only three ac switches are required to perform the power factor correction [7]. Lee et al. proposes a new single-stage power-factor-corrected converter to improve input power factor for an efficient switched reluctance motor drive. The proposed converter uses the winding of switched reluctance motor as an input inductor for power-factor-correction [8]. Basu et al. describes a novel common power factor correction scheme for homes and offices. The design and cost estimation of a common power factor correction scheme and some reliability issues are discussed in this paper [9].

This paper describes the design and measurement of the power factor using PIC16F877 micro-controlling chip. The measurement of the power factor is made by means of the designed analog circuit. The single phase asynchronous motor is used as an inductive load to show the experimental verification of the quality of phase determination assured by the designed circuit.

Zero Crossing Detectors
A zero crossing detector is used as analog circuit to achieve the converting process of the current and voltage signals. Zero crossing detectors are given in Fig. 1 [10].

Fig.1. Zero crossing detectors

As shown in Fig. 1, the outputs of the current and voltage sensors are connected to numbered pins 2 and 6 of LM358, respectively. When AC signal is applied to LM358, the output of LM358 is 1 as logically (5 Volt) while signal is crossing from the zero point. If the AC signal is different...
from zero, the output is 0 (0 Volt). The input and output signals of LM358 are given in Fig.2.

![Input and output signals of LM358](image1)

Fig.2. The input and output signals of LM358

There are two inputs and outputs of LM358. One of them is used for the current signal. The other one is used for the voltage signal. The current and voltage signals are taken the same phase for measuring the power factor. The current and voltage signals taken from the motor are adapted into LM358 using current and voltage sensors. Therefore, LA-55P current sensor and LV-25P voltage sensor are used for carrying out this process. The secondary output of the current sensor is 50 mA, conversion rate is 1:1000. LA-55P is shown in Fig.3.

![LA-55P current sensor](image2)

Fig.3. LA-55P current sensor

A resistance 100 ohm is connected to the output of current sensor. Thus, the current signal is adapted into the input of LM358. The voltage signal is adapted to LM358 using LV-25P voltage sensor of which conversion rate is 220/5. LV-25P voltage sensor is demonstrated in Fig.4.

![LV-25P voltage sensor](image3)

Fig.4. LV-25P voltage sensor

**PIC 16F877 Microcontroller**

Microcontrollers are embedded devices having a central processing unit, interrupts, counters, timers, I/O ports, RAM, ROM/EPROM which are used to control other systems [11]. The circuit used in this work operates at 20MHz clock frequency and runs each instruction as fast as 200 ns. Flash program memory is up to 8K×14 words. Data memory is partitioned into four banks which contain the General Purpose Registers and the Special Function Registers. Bits RP1 and RP0 are the bank select bits. Each bank extends up to 7Fh (128 bytes). It contains 1K EEPROM as a program memory, 15 special hardware registers, 36 general purpose registers and 64 byte EEPROM as a data memory. PICs have been mostly preferred control devices because of their low cost, consuming less energy and having small volume in design [12,13].

The PIC16F877 has 5 digital I/O ports (A-E) each between 3 and 8 bits wide. Each port is mapped into the register space, and may be read/written to like any other register. Programming may take a couple of minutes. During programming, the Status box shows the current phase of the operation. When programming is complete, the Status box displays the message “Waiting for user command”.

![Flowchart of Cosφ Hex programme](image4)

Fig.5. The flowchart of the Cosφ. Hex programme

The program for the PIC16F877A microcontroller is written in C and compiled with the development system from Custom Computer Services. Microcontroller is programmed to calculate cosφ between the current and voltage, to display it on the screen of LCD. Cosφ Hex programme is prepared on the computer. Ic-prog Pic programme is used as software. The flow chart of the Cosφ written in Hex programme is shown in Fig.5.

**Designed Cosmeter Measurement Circuit**

In the designed cosmeter circuit, the current and voltage signals taken from the AC motor are adopted into input of PIC16F877 by using current and voltage sensors, and zero crossing detectors. The block diagram of designed cosmeter circuit is given in Fig.6.

![Block diagram of Cosφ meter circuit](image5)

LA-55P current sensor is used to read the current information. Its conversion rate is 1:1000. Maximum voltage is 5 Volt. LV-25P is used to read voltage information. Its conversion range is 220/5 Volt. The zero crossing detectors produce logical signals from zero crossing point. These signals are inserted into PIC16F877. When the voltage passed from zero crossing point, the detector produces 1 as logically. The obtained logical signals from the detector are used in the input of PIC16F877.
The logical voltage and current signals are inserted pins RE0 and RE1 of PIC16F877. TIMER0 of PIC16F877 is worked when the voltage signal is passing from zero point. TIMER0 is stopped when current signal is passing from zero point. TIMER0 is a special storage at the 01h address of RAM. It is possible to start counting from 00h address or any wanted number and to make zero of its content. Scale rate is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Scale rate of TIMER0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bit value</th>
<th>TIMER rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS2 PS1 PS0</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 0 1</td>
<td>1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 0</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 1 1</td>
<td>1/16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 0</td>
<td>1/32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 1</td>
<td>1/64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 0</td>
<td>1/128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1 1</td>
<td>1/256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The counting speed of TIMER0 is changed by numbers located in PS2, PS1 and PS0 bits of OPTION saver. This number 3 bits provides 8 different scale rate selection possibilities. Thus, the commend loop number of TIMER0 to pass the next number is determined. It is passed the next commend if TIMER0 scale rate is 1/2. In this study, the oscillator with 20 MHz is used. This frequency is divided four parts. Commend frequency ($f_k$) and commend loop ($t_k$) is calculated as below:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_k &= \frac{f_{osc}}{4} = \frac{20 MHz}{4} = \ldots \text{ MHz} \\
    t_k &= \frac{1}{f_k} = \frac{1}{5000000} = 2.0 \mu s
\end{align*}
\]

The designed cosφ meter experimental setup is given in Fig.7.

Results and Discussion

Integrated circuit consisting of analog and digital components is designed for measuring power factor of the inductive load connected alternative current network. The current and voltage signals of the load taken from output of the zero crossing detectors are displayed on the oscilloscope. The signals on the oscilloscope and LCD are almost the same signals. The signals taken from output of the zero crossing detector are demonstrated in Fig. 12 when the induction motor run. The output signals are obtained square wave to measure the angle difference between current and voltage because the microcontroller is used.

Simulation of the designed Cosφ meter

Proteus programme; in the program, Isis program is one of the best program making animation and simulation. Power factor is measured for the current and voltage wave forms obtained by simulations because there is no induction motor in the program library. The block schema of the simulation circuit is given in Fig.9. The produced signals are inserted into input of PIC16F877. PIC16F877 calculates the time difference as microsecond between current and voltage signals produced by PIC16F84A. Then, it calculates the cosines of the angle corresponding the time difference. It displays the cosines value on the LCD. Cosφ meter circuit drawing by Isis program is given in Fig.10.

As shown in Fig. 10, Cosφ meter “asm.” codes written assemble language are loaded into PIC16F877. The software program making simulation of current and voltage signals taken from output of the zero crossing detectors are loaded into PIC16F84A. The Cosφ meter circuit in Isis program is given in Fig.11. PIC16F84A produces current and voltage signals when the command “Start” is given in the simulation shown on the screen. PIC16F877 calculates the time difference between current and voltage signals. And then it calculates the cosines of the angle corresponding this time difference. It shows the calculated value on the LCD.
As shown in Fig. 12, the amplitudes of the current and voltage signals are not 5 Volts. Because sensor, resistance and capacitor used in zero crossing detector is not ideal exactly. Power factor values measured by PIC16F877 are shown in Fig.13.

Any information is not display on the LCD if there is no any load connected to the designed cosφ meter circuit. Screen of LCD without load is shown in Fig.14. In this
condition, the user can understand that any load is not connected to the network. The signal wave form for the simulation is demonstrated in Fig. 15.

![Fig.14. Screen of LCD without load](image)

Fig.14. Screen of LCD without load

![Fig.15. Characteristic of the signal wave form with unit amplitude](image)

Fig.15. Characteristic of the signal wave form with unit amplitude

The calculations are made the ideal sinusoidal voltage for programming the microcontroller. In Fig.15, T is the period of the sinusoidal signal. One degree is approximately calculated as $55.55556 \mu\text{sec}$ owing to $T=20000 \mu\text{sec}$ and $T=360^\circ$ ($1^\circ=55.55556\mu\text{sec}$). $1^\circ$ is taken as 55.5 µs in the used programme for PIC16F877. The measurement limits of the cos 60° meter are between 0° and 90°. This interval corresponds 1/4 of period. That is, the measurement error is 5 µs or 0.01°.

**Conclusions**

In this study, the cos 60° meter measurement circuit is designed to display the power factor of the load connected to the network. The conversion process of difference between the current and voltage signals of the load to degree and time, and calculation process are achieved by PIC16F877 and designed analog-digital integrated circuit. The designed circuit is further advantageous than the other cos 60° meter circuit because the designed cos 60° meter circuit has code protection property, EEPROM and programme development facility. The usage area can be changed by adding some specifications. For example, the measurement of power factor of any plant which has a lot of inductive load is achieved. Dynamic compensation can be made by adding relay and contactor to the designed circuit. The microcontroller based compensation process is also carried out by switching capacitor groups.
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